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Introduction
Many English dictionaries have been compiled over the years, each
one adding to the vast knowledge of our language and enhancing
our understanding of the words which make up our vibrant and
ever-changing vocabulary. This dictionary is like no other in the
history of the English language. It is the result of painstaking and indepth research into previously unknown aspects of a body of
English vocabulary. This research has uncovered new meanings
and interpretations of established words and terms which expand
their richness and versatility.
The entries in this dictionary, when properly used, will open up new
horizons and possibilities for you to incorporate these meanings into
your everyday spoken and written repertoire. Perhaps they will even
inspire and encourage you to discover new meanings of already
established terms. So, why The Other Dictionary? Simple. Every
dictionary is based on the same type of word meaning. You can
look at them all and you will find more or less the same analysis.
When you look in this dictionary, however, you will encounter a
whole new level of meaning, recorded nowhere else. Eventually, it
will become just the other dictionary that you consult when you
need a new the meaning to an old word. So consult, learn and
enjoy. You won’t regret it.

Marc Loewenthal, London, 3 March 2009

A
abacus
abalone
abomination
absent
abstain
abstruse
abundance
adhere
adverse
advice
adviser
affiliate
airborne
airdrop
alibi
allegro
amen
amenity
American
Americanise
amusement
anaconda
analyse
anarchist (Br. En.)
annexe
antacid
arctic
arsenic
arsonist
arterial
artichokes
ascend
ascendant
aspect

swearing from Swedish 70s pop band
solo act from Swedish 70s pop band
a country which indulges in laying explosive devices
smell given off by stomach muscle
indelible mark on stomach muscle
ceasefire in war between stomach muscles
1. a terpsichorean performance by small, sweet bakery product
1. notification of location of commercial;
2. notification of where to perform mathematical calculation
1. song or poem used as a commercial;
2. perform mathematical calculation on poem
1. bad habit associated with commercial;
2. assign another bad habit
1. eye protector with commercial on it;
2. assign another eye protector
a young female horse had her oats
state in which a successor has entered the world
action of letting successor fall from hands
person sexually attracted in two directions who frequents
passages between buildings
a line of lower limbs
adult males who attain the highest grade in exams
a rather ungenerous hot drink
a jolly container
a jolly container observes
what a goddess of inspiration intended
Karenina defrauded a woman
Karenina tells untruths
Karenina osculated
someone you’ve split up with
formic
1. facial twitch on large boat;
2. sign of approval for large boat
1. theft of rear end (Br. En.);
2. slight cut on rear end
rear end tells the truth
device for receiving transmissions about culture
little Arthur strangles
donkey’s rear
social insect found in donkey’s rear
1. rear end attacked by bird;

aspic
aspire
assail
assassin
assassinate
asset
asthma
astray
asunder
attendance
auto
autoerotic
automotive
autopilot
avenue

2. donkey attacked by bird
1. choice of rear end;
2. choice of donkey
1. cremation of rear end;
2. cremation of donkey
1. cause pain to rear end;
2. cause pain to donkey
entrance to two rear ends
1. two rear ends in octet;
2. consumed entrance to two rear ends
1. donkey had oats;
2. rear end had dinner
1. donkey’s mother;
2. maternal rear end
1. flat object for serving donkeys;
2. flat object for carrying and serving rear ends
1. lower position of donkey;
2. lower position of rear end
a terpsichorean performance involving all fingers
foot digit evoking wonder
foot digit evoking wonder and giving rise to sexual desire
reason for evoking wonder in foot digit
flyer of foot digit evoking wonder
be in possession of a large African antelope

B
backspace
backspin
backstreet
backswing
bacon
baguette
bailout
Baltic
bandicoot
bandit
banditry
banking
bank rate
banquet
barbie
barking
basic

speed of a defensive player
fastener for a defensive player
nice surprise for a defensive player
flying limb for a defensive player
fraudulent activity in a gulf
sack had dinner
hooligan from the gulf
1. sign of approval for round object;
2. facial twitch on round object
water bird with bow legs
prohibited the object
woody plant with bow legs
explosive monarch
explosive box
financial institution soaked
social insect which frequents drinking establishments
monarch of drinking establishment
brown horse not very well

basins
beanstalk
bearing
bearskin
beating
belfry
bellows
beltings
berating
bias
biased
bicycle
bidet
bifurcate
bigotry
binomial
bionics
biplane
biros
bisect
bison
bitumen
biweekly
blooming
boarder/border
bony
booty
borehole
bossa nova
boutique
bovine
boycott
braking
brandish
brassy
break up
broaden
broking

1. gulf does wrong;
2. brown horse offends God
non-spherical legumes converse
large omnivorous mammal’s finger jewellery
large omnivorous mammal’s relatives
object belonging to Jamaican social insect
1. liberation of ringer;
2. ringer gratis
ringer is in debt
ringer rings
take role of British sailor
1. purchase donkey;
2. donkey attracted to both sexes
having two rear ends
1. reaping tool partial to both sexes;
2. purchase reaping tool
twenty four hours in the life of a social insect
purchase on behalf of Catherine
larger woody plant
fail to purchase anything for dinner
purchase semi-precious stone
level of existence for people attracted to both sexes
person attracted to both sexes propels boat
religious group of people attracted to both sexes
male offspring attracted to both sexes
half female dog, half person
attracted to both sexes but in an unconvincing way
azure stink
reduced woman to state of ennui
leg joint used to shoot arrows
1. scare hot drink;
2. show disapproval of hot drink
reduce to total ennui
dominate a recently exploded star
1. scare tropical hardwood;
2. show disapproval of tropical hardwood
climbing plant used to shoot arrows
small bed for a young male
donkey monarch
plate for serving wheat product
ocean of women’s upper underclothing
donkey’s drinking vessel
wonderful place in Scotland for wild animals to live in
monarch of one’s hip-hop group

bruising
brunette
buckshot
buffalo
built-in
bumpy
busking
busty
buy-back
buyout
by-election
bygone
by-line
bypass
by-product
bystander
byway
byword

vitality in drink making process
fishing equipment used in drink making process
dollar fired
train stopper down a long way
container for payment notifications
1. urine from rear end;
2. bad urine
public transport monarch
hot drink on public transport
return of person attracted to both sexes
dismissal of person attracted to both sexes
voting in person attracted to both sexes
person attracted to both sexes no longer there
1. purchase clothing ensemble;
2. queue of people attracted to both sexes
1. purchase permit;
2. permit to be attracted to both sexes
something doubly useful from the sex shop
person attracted to both sexes in erect position
how to be attracted to both sexes
“bisexual”

